Stephen Bean Memorial Scholarship

%/ Rangeley Rotary Club
Email:

revtmac3889@yahoo.com
scholarships@rangeleyschool.org

DEADLINE:
PLEASE SEE DEADLINE POSTED ON SCHOOL WEBSITE UNDER “SCHOLARSHIPS”

Letter of application, resume and copy of transcript must be submitted to both of the emails above by the deadline indicated on the website.

- Candidate must be a member of the graduating class of RLRS
- Must be accepted into and planning to attend an accredited post-secondary school
- One payment to the post-secondary, vocational, or trade school will be made once proof of completion of the first semester and proof of enrollment in the second semester has been submitted to the above address.
- One selection made by the Rangeley Rotary Club for each of the listed scholarships above

This scholarship may NOT be deferred. It will only be honored to the recipient for the year following their graduation from high school.